
What can we do with a sovereign state? 

EuroStaete with his 

7 billion of 

outhabitans. 

A land of Cockaigne, 

with milk, bread, 

wine, music, peace 

and justice? 



One of the many goals of EuroStaete: 

International Truth Tribunal 

Children and fools tell the truth. 

 

Truth will out. 

 

Truth will overcome. 



International Truth Tribunal 
EuroStaete 

Evidence is present that: justice, police, laywers, government 

and many businesses on a widespread scala commit several 

breaks of the law against thousands civilians and small 

businesses. 

 

All offenders should be stopped. 

 

 

All victims should be compensated for thier injuries and 

harms. 

 

EuroStaete world wide will help all victims of crimes against 

Humanity.  

 

And 



Healing the wounds 

All humans in EuroStaete are and remain equal.  



With the aid of the International 
Criminal Court and others? 

Can we achieve  

PEACE and JUSTICE? 



From the International Criminal Court  
to EuroStaete and back 

When we known how the International Criminal Court 

works, then with their help via EuroStaete we can set up some 

procedures to combat:  

 Fraud,  

 Corruption,  

 Collusion,  

in the World, to begin in The Netherlands.  

 

Peace and Justice, through Justice. 

 

Be aware that in the Netherlands the IMPACT of  these big 

crimes are enormously and that their justice is compatible 

with a thirth developing country or less. 



International Criminal Court 



International Criminal Court 



International Criminal Court 



Some Crimes against Humanity  

Summarized: 

•great suffering, or serious injury to mental or 

physical health 

•awareness of circumstances 

•committed as part of widespread or systematic 

attacks  

•directed against civilian populations 

•The offender knew that the crime was part of, or 

conducted to be part of a widespread or systematic 

attack to humans. 

 

•With other words in The Netherlands with aid of 

EuroStaete the ICC can help us. 

 

 

 



Why the International 
Criminal Court? 

Little man you have 

big problems. 



International Criminal Court 

•Started in july 2002 

•At the moment only politicians and militairy men are 

pursuited for war crimes and genocide. 

 

•Consumes 10% of the budget of the United Nations. 

•In 2009 the costs were 560 million dollars. 

•In 2015 in total 6,3 billion dollars are used for maximal 

150 perpretators (40 million dollar per person to 

prosecute them). 

 

•No case of crimes against the humanity are filed. 

 

•Truth and reconcilation committees are set up. 

 

 



Why a tribunal? 

Reconcilation Committee 

Truth Committee 

Platform 

Jury 

Group 

European Court 

Human Rights 

 

What is the right strategy? 

Are we doing the right things? 

Lessons learned 

If you can not fight them, join them 

If you want to fight them, join them 

Russian roulette 

 

 



International Criminal Court 

Translated to our situation. 

 

The ICC has money, time and 

 knowledge to help us. 

 

They can’t refuge. 
 

 



Little calculations for the 
Netherlands 

• 400 deads/yr by suicide because of false 

verdicts, bankruptcy, trustees in bankrupty, 

bankers, etc. 

 

• End responsible for those dead are the 

ministers of Justice and Economics. 

 

• During a period of 16 years 6400 innocent 

persons are unnescessary killed, while those 

ministers ignored their problems. 



The 3 crimes are equal severe 

• Mladic killed 16 years ago in Srebrenica 8000 
men and boys. 

 

• The last 16 years 6400 Dutch people are killed 
because of fraud and corruption. 

 

• Is that in the Netherlands genocide, crime 
against humanity, or war crime?  

 

• What are the differences? 



International Truth Tribunal 
EuroStaete 

Crimes 

 Genocide       Humanity      War 

Yearly each type of crimes cases thousands of deads. 

 

Therefore they are almost equally evil and they should 

be forbidden for ever. 

Telling the truth about those crimes is 

the best way to stop them for ever. 



International Truth Tribunal 
EuroStaete 

Collect the 

truth 

concerning all 

types of crimes 

against 

humanity 

Presents the truth of all 

types of crimes against 

humanity on Internet. 



International Truth Tribunal 
EuroStaete  

Workflow of the International Truth Tribunal EuroStaete:  

 

Collects evidences of serious injuries of mental and/or 

physical health against groups of humans. 

 

Investigates if these injuries are part of a system, are 

widespread, and are intended to conduct. 

 

When a group of 10 members of the ITTE agrees that with 

a certain case enough evidence is present, then this positive 

case will be published on the website of EuroStaete with a 

request to the public to bring in more evidences. 

 

 

 



International Truth Tribunal 
EuroStaete  

Workflow International Truth Tribunal EuroStaete:  

(continued) 

 

With new evidences this case wil be first brought to the 

court of ITTE. 

 

Only the court of ITTE decides if this case is brougth to 

the International Criminal Court or is free of pursuit. 

 

Filed to the International Criminal Court we tell and 

show the world that the crimes this person has 

committed against Humanity is as evil as Genocide and 

War Crimes.  

 

 



International Truth Tribunal 
EuroStaete  

ITTE needs volunteers who: 

 collect evidences of crimes against humanity 

 cataloque these evidences 

 read, investigate and publish these evidences.  



International Truth Tribunal 
EuroStaete  

Remember, only Transparency and Truth will stop 

corruption, fraud, collusion, wars, figths ect..  



An example of how ITTE works 

Suppose we claim that all verdicts of the courts based 

on essential lies are not valid. 

 

Then we ask people the send us examples of lies in 

verdicts of all the courts in The Netherlands. 

 

We then search for structural lies in those verdicts. 

 



Example continued 

Select a court: 



Example continued 

One case with lies, court Assen 



The Questions are? 

The main questions are: 

 is the court Assen a criminal organisation?  

Have they commit crimes against Humanity? 

Which person is responsible for those crimes? 

 

 If one questions is answerd by ITTE with an yes,  

then this case wil be filed to ICC. 

As a kind of punishment all verdicts with lies of 

this court should be reconsidered a not valid and 

all victims have to be compensated.   



Examples continued 

Judges, 

Laywers, 

Bankers 

Organisations 

Municipalities, 

Insurance compagnies  

“Productschappen” 

Compagnies 

Etc.. 
 

 

 



Playfull or serious 

The International Thruth Tribunal EuroStaete 

 a little step forwards in Mankind? 
 

A land of Cockaigne 



Co-operations 


